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On the Mechanism of the Electrolytic Polishing 

of Aluminum Part 1. 

On the behaviour of perchloric acid闘 aceticanhydride mixture 

Keizo Nishida 

Abstract 

The author measured th~ electri巴 conductivities，the decomposition voltages， and other 
properties of HCIO~ー(CHsCO).O・electrolyte of many kinds of composition which was used for 
" ele巴trolyticpolishi昭;and dis~u蹴d the results and the mechanism 0.1' the phenomena. 

S 1 Introduction 

'In recent years， electrolytic polishi阿佐 has been applied very usefully 
to the surface-treatment and the preliminary treatment for the disclosure 
of the. structure of metaIs. Many metals (alloys) and electrolytes available 
are found to be useful. 

Moreover， the mechanism of electrolytic polishing is partially explained 
on the base of the solubiIity of metaI， the concentration聞 polarizationof 
solution， and the anodic oxidation of metaI.l) But the behaviour is not fulIy 
understood. 

For the purpose to discuss the mechanism in detail， the author mea同

sured the anodic single potential during the current-density-bath-voltage 
measurementょ

Dr. P. A. JAcQuE'r says in his report as follows， "J'ai mesure par.la me・

thode classique le potential anodique， les courbes obtenues sont beaucoup 
plus regulieres， mais elles ne presentent aucun avantage pour l'etude du 
ph手nomeneet son utiIisation pratique." . But the detaiIs of their results 
are not mentioned. 

For the author， however， the current-density-込bath-voltagecurve alone 
could not reveal the be五aviourof anode， especially of i旬 surface，and of 
the viscous substance on the anode; but of the whole both on polishing 
oniy. 

Next， there are many theories that acetic anhydride is an 'inhihitor， 

1) P. A.' JACQUET: Tran日.Electro巴hem.80巴.， 69， (1936) 629. 

8. TAJlMA: J. Electrochem.九S60.Japan， 13. (1945) 64; 14; (1946)，. 4; 41; 129; 164. 

N. TAKAIIA旧11: BulI. Inst. Phy. Chem. Res. Japan， 22， (1943) 1; 10. 
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but by the author， there are also some respec旬 whichprove such a reagent 

to be not merely an inhibitor， and Dr. P. A. JACQUET used the solution co距
tained as much anhydride as possible. 

As to the evolution of gas in the treatment， it is very important to 

suggest the mechanism; which is to be reported in the next paper. 

All the results obtained here are measured at 18
0

C. 

S 2 on the electtolyte 

(a) The consideration in preparation of the electroyte mixtures. 
The r~agents used are perchloric acid HCI04 60% aqueous solution and 

pure acetio anhyride. These are mixed and named as follows: 

Name of Soln. VoI. of HCI04 VoI. of (CH氾0);0

Soln. (y) 

Soln. (x) 

Soln. (a) 

Soln. (b) 
Soln. (c) 
Soln. (d) 

Soln. (d-e) 
Soln. (e) 

Soln. (f) 

S~ln. (g) 

Soln. (Q) 

(60，% aq. soln.) 
2.5 (∞) 

5.0 

10.0 

20.0 

30.0 

40.0 
45.0 

50.0 
60.0 

80.0 

100.0 

97.5 (cc) 

95.。
90.0 

80.0 

70.0 
60.0 

55.0 
50.0 

40.0 

20.0 

O. 

When acetic anhydride is poured into the aqueous solution of HCI04 

cooled， the evolution of heat and thθcontraction of the volume of the 

solution are observed. The states and the colour of the solutions jn prepration 

and after the uses for many measurements， are summed up in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

N山 sOln.1 伽 mixing;官i皆川位以出払官官re

Soln. (y) : O~ mixing;， it boil吋 |orange |AtG眺めecolou山即日medeeper， and 
I VL"H

d'" I after a long time it changed dark red. 
一一 :.par七，1y旬 acertヰinqu-I I 

SoInは) lz:24立勺ZM凶問 時elcuztii常，P刊誌おIULEtr併

- |∞ρ 制 not，削 W郎両面7 日正1-8一元 becamereddi日hor一一:ー
Soln. (a)一一-lztzzeはtweenI忠12ピヤ¥1竺土竺ngtim巴問問ld坐止

i Orange， but I Soln. (b) . Soln.(y) and Soln. (b). I ;;'~k; め I~倒me more reddish， but even afぬra
i Eoln (a) 叩 Iong time th加1碍e'叩c∞仙刀
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，，__ ___，__，__ __ I Colour after-I Name of Soln. On mixing vV'~~i時|

!From soln(c)ωSoln. i~o民悼leora昭el
~ -， ---: -::::----，-， --::---. 'of colour than the 

l(g)，boiling on mxmg lprM011smln| 
一一一→一 Iwas found partlyω恥|蜘rerthe com-I，一一一一一 一一一一一一一一一-

Soln(d) f|1回t. :pωitionωSolnlT凶巴01叩 ris Iikely as stated above， 
-' Soln:(g): j(ε)， paler the' but almost did notぬowany change. 

巴olour.

(b) The measure1nent of eleetric conductivity. 

By the method of the Kohlrausch bridge， with platinum electrodes 

(platinized) and M type vessel， the following results are obtained. (Fig 1.) 
From these results it is found that if we increase the qUantity of 

(CHJCO)，O the electric conductivity is decreased. Moreover，' a gap is found 
。

After the use for many measure-
ments， and after a long time 

The colour be巴amea little deeper than 
the solution befor巴 use.Soln. (c) 
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Fig. 1. Composition二ElectricConductivity Curve. 

between the compositions of HCIO. aqueous solution (10% and 20.%). 80 the 

properties of the solutions of these compositions are considered to be dif-
ferent from other normal ones. 

These phenomena are probably explained as follows: when (CH3CO);O 
is mixed with aqueous solution of HCIO" the hydration of acetic anhydride 
will occur， 

(CH，CO)，O+H，O = 2CHlCOOH 

80 the concentration of HCIO. against free water wi1l increase. If such a 

change is calculated in each 'solution， the composition-of its constituents is 
indicated in Fig. 2. 

This figure shows that the aqeous曾 solutionof 60，%， HCI04 is perfectly 
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dehydrated with 76 cc. of (CHICQ)"O， when the total volume ;of solution is 
100 cc. 

〆'

E 2Jl 

As shown in Table 1， when the solution has less HCIO~ than that com-
position. it is coloured different from the other soIutions when mixed. Thus 
the phenomenon that shows the constant value of electric conductivity be圃

tween 10% and 20% of HCIO~ aqueous soIution， wiIl be understood by the 
folIowing reactions :1) 

CHICOOH + HCIO. ~ CHICOOHi + CIO; 
、and

'CHICOOHi +む10;.;:2.' CH1C(OH),CIO j • 

these CH1COOHi and CIO; ions are partly in the form' of “ionpair" ; then the 
equilibrium of the latter reaction will be maintained between Soln (a) and 
SoIn. (b)， so the concentration of these ions will be constant and the electric 
conductivity will be also constant. 

Moreover， with the coloration of the so-called anhydride solution壬ICIOj

will be partly decomposed: 

2HCIO~ = H立o+ Cl207 (non-colour， viscous liguid)， 

and this CI，O， will be decomposed， too， 
2Cl，O) = 0，+ 2 CIOl (dark red， liquid)，") 

1) J. M. Kor.TOI'F and A. VVU.LMAN: J. Am. Chem. Soc.， 56， (1934) 1007. 
2) G. F. GOODEVE and F. D. RICHARDSON: J.αlem. Soc. (London). 

r、
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CCO付ヱ官0"+ 2 CIOョ (dark red， gaseous)， 
and these will dissolve in acetic acid. 

(c) The measurement of the decomposition voltage and of the si昭 le

potential of anode. 
i) The measurement of the decomposition voltage of solutions. 

The apparatus used is shown in Fig. 3~ schematically. Anode is platinum 
(planed): lcm x lcm x 2 in area， a，nd cathode is alumI-
num plate (99.8% Al): 3cm x 3 cm x 2 in area. The 
distance between these paraIIel electrodes is 3.5cm. 

In Fig. 3， V is voltmeter， A is ammeter， C is ele-
ctrolytic bath， and E is applied electromotive force. 
The reason way aluminum should be used as cathode 
is that it is very convenient to compare the behaviour 
of anode at this measurement with that of the fol-

Fig. 3. The Apparatus 
for Measurement of 

same cathode is used. De巴ompusitionVoJtage. 

These resulhl obtained are gi'ven in Fig 4. From these curves the 
decomposition voltage of Soln. (y) and Soln. (x) is not acertained， but in 
Soln. (a) it is about5 volts， and others are aimost 4 volts. 
ii) The measurement of the single electrode potenti予1of anode. 

At the same time of the measurement of i) the single electrode poten-
tial of platinum (planed) anode is obtained. 

By this method the values are measured im個

mediately after the current is cut 0町. The 
time required to measure after cutting 0官

the current is 3 to 5 seconds. 
The apparatus for the measurement is 

shown abbreviately in Fig..5. Anode is con-
tacted to the end of the salt bridge which 
is combined to calomel cell (saturated). Th句皐
the value' (E) of the single potential is for. 
Pt; soln. The value (E泣.~ of calomel ceIl is 

E 

lowing electrolytic polishing of aluminum when the 

O~ 
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Fig. 4. Current-Density-Bath 
Voltage Curves. 

曾包ξ

-0.25203 volt， which is also the value of the 
cell : 

十 Hg，HgョCle，KCl(悶 td.)，Hキ(lact.)，Hョー

E:1 
Thus， when E is plus， this electrode corres-
ponds to the metal which is baser .than H2 in 
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Fig. 5. The Apparatus for Mea-' 
iSurern巴ntof Anodi巴Single
Potential 
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the standard single electrode potential; and. 
when E is minus， the electrode corresponds 
to the metal nοbler than 11，. 

These results are shown in Fig. 6. Ap-
parently they will ascertain the resu，lts 
obtained from廿1e"decomposition voltage， 

From the change of curve the value (E) 
bec"omes nobler as the current increased. 
Moreov白 inSoln. (d -e) to Soln. (e) the val ue 
of the potential is constant even if the 
current increases. It is likely the value of 
the gas evolved. But the property of the 
gas is not determined. 

S 3 On the case of eIectrol ytic 

polising of aluminum 

a) The measurement of current-densi-
ty回 bath-voltagein each solution. 

The anode used i，n aluminu"m tlate (99.8 
/% Al). lcm x lcm x in area exposed， and 
cathode is also almninum plate (in the same 
state as anode)， 3cm x 3cm x 2 in area ex岨

posed， and they are dipped vertically and 
aparted 3.5cm. 

The results are summed up in Fig. 7. 
The behaviour of the solution is ex-

plained as follow: 
i) -On the irregular change of currentω 

:;-q~t~ Volltge ('~Ih;' '" ， density 
Fig.6. Bath-Voltage-Anod'i巴Single lf the concentration of HCIO. is in 

や PotentialCurves， creassd， the irregularity becomes larger， 

N~ar the concentration Qf Soln. (f) its value Is、maximum， and the less 
H~lOh the less the h・rgularity. While increasing HCIOj than Soln. (f)， this 
property decreases' and disappears (this is the case of 60% HCI01 aqueous 
sol u tion especially). 

The horizontal part of七hecurve of current岨 densityis not found in 
Soln. (y) to Soln. (b). With Soln.同 itappears， and as the concentration 
of HCIOj increases， the range of this part increases， and reaches maximum 
in Soln. (f)， which shows the constant value， even at the voltage of 40 volts. 

The value of the constant current-density incr、easeswith more of HCI04， 



Pig. ':1. Current-Density of Anode-Bath-Voltage Curves 

and is 0.04 amp./cm" in S01n. (e) and S01n. (f). The fact that the current圃

density at the eonstant part is equa1 in the包etwo s01ution of different 
composition will show that it is 1ike1y controlled by the behaviour of anode 
and an01yte in these solutions， and the mechanism of the anodic phenomena 
is the same in each other. 

With ~o1n. (g) and the so1utions of more HCIO; this part is shortened， and 
is not found with pure 60% HC104 aqueous s01ution. 
1i) The re1ation of the gas-evolution to the current-density. 

If we increase the current回 densitywith s01n. (c) to Soln. (f)， the gas is 
evolved more vio1ently at first， but before the begi、nningof its irregularity， 

the gas diminishes abrupt1y. 1n the part where the current-density is co任

sta:nt， the gas is hardly found. These phenomena are more clear1y observed 
in Soln. (f). .~" 

Beyond the part the..current increases sudden1y as the bath-voltage in-
creases， and the gas is evolved again， which has been already seen and com岨

mon in the solution of such mixtures. 
1n S01n. (y) to S01n. (b) the initia1 ev01ution of gas is not found. 

iii) On the phellomenon of the oscilation of voltage and current. 
This phellomenon has been reported by others. At the time the evolu回

tion of gas diminishes the need1e.s oI both ammeter and vo1tmeter begin to 

7 On the Mechanism 01 the Eルclroly.ticPo/ishin9 01 A.luminum Part 1. 
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oscilate. This oscilation is maximum with 801n. (e) to 8oln. (f)， and the 
curent drops sooner than. it rises. This change is maximum 011， the，top of 
the irregularity of current-density' and it be-
comes Slowly small with voltage. 80metimes 
it stops awhile. These behaviour.s are shown 
in Fig. 8， which is the relation between 
current-density and bath-voltage. A t白rst，
when the voltage increases， current帽 density
increase along the curve AB and at B it falls 
8uddenly to the value C， then it osciltes bet-
ween、Cand D. The values in the curves in 
Fig. 7 during the oscilation are mean values 
of these two limits. 

ご、、
c' 

feth-ν。lt<¥3'e→

Fig. 8. The phenomel1on of the 
白巴iIationof voltage 
and current. 

However， this phenomenon. is not only confined with aluminium anude， 

but also it has been seen in such a case where the formic acid is oxidized 
anodicaIly with platinum electrode，l) 

b) The measurement of bath-voltage四singlepotential df anode in each 
solution. 

As shown in Fig.9 the values are obtairied with the aid of potentiometer 
by the same ?/ay as ii) in b) of S 2， which is given in Fig. 9. The behaviour 
of the solution is explaIned as follows: 

With the increase of HCI01 the initial potential tends to baser state and 
the potential at the case of constant current-density has ~he same tendency 
as the initial one. However it must be noticed that these values are not 
absolute， considering from the way of measurement， and that the initial 
value of the potential is niuch affected by the condition of the surface of 
metaI. Nevertheless these data will indicate some of the behaviour of anode. 
For comparison's sake， two curves of 801n. (a) and 801n. (b) are given in the 
figure respectively. It is most Important how the potential of anode changes 
relatively in each solution. 帯

From Soln. (y) to Soln. (a) the anodic potential goes to the noble state 
till the bath-voltage of 12 volts and then it falls suddenly to the baser state. 
From Soln. (b) to Soln. (c) the potential falls at first and with higher voltage 
it does not change greatly， but is unstable. From Soln. (d) to Soln・(f)，
di町erentfrom Soln. (b) and Solil .(c)， there is g'iven a smooth curve， which 
is attributed to the stable potential of anode， after the initial change (the 
shiftness towards the baser state) even 'by this method. ln Soln. (g) and 
pure 60% HCIO; aqueous solution， such a constant part of potential' is not 
observed. 

1) E. Mur川 mand S. TANAKA :、Zelt.fur Electro~hem，. 24， (1928)， 256. 
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Fig. 9. Bath-Voltage -Anodic Single Potential of Aluminum Curves. 

c) The consideration of the above stated phenomena. 

if'JOt 

The single potential (E) of anode for AI; soln is _ obtained in cutting 

E 
off the current， which indicates the stable potential. So， if there is only 
the concentration-polarizatiQn， as seen with platinum anode， it must be 
(L1E/L1V)くo-where L1E; L1V is the increment of the potential of anods and 
of. bath-voltage respectively、orthe poten:tial will: tend nobler with bath-
voltage in the curve. . This corresponds， to the primary part of the curves 
of Soln. (y)， Soln. (x) and Sohi. (a)・

But if (L1E/ι1V)>O， probably it must be the state which indicates that 
the anode becomes more soluble into the solution. Strictly speaking， the 
surface of anode as a test-piece will become activre with higherl bath-
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voltage and come to the di首erentstate， then the potentiaI wilI be stable， 
which is the' case of the solutions with more HCIOJ • However， it must be 
noticed that the value ofιhe stable potential is baser as the concentration 
01 HCI04 increases. 

Moreover， these behaviours Qf anode may be attributed to the growth 
of something on the surface， on the other hand， these may correspond to 
its fl.atenning as seen from the brightenning， even In this measurement. 

With Soln. (e) and SoIn. (f) the stable potential of anode is remarkably 
cons.tant， so the. relation between anode and solution wiIl be always con-
stant with increasing bath-voltage. For Soln. (b) and Soln. (c) this. relation 
will be more unstable. 

'JACQUEST') and UULIGつ suggestedthe surface . of the metal polished ano-
dically to be the metal itself， .and MOOR"¥ TAKAHAsm")， and TAJIMAS

) have 
concIuded it to be covered with oxide fiIm. But hy the author the surface 
during the treatment may be di在erentfrom that picked up. Whether the 
metal itself may be exposed in' the solution during the process， it may be 
very possible tha.t the metal itself of the surface may be covered with 
oxide film when picked up， and it may be determined to be oxide by the 
next experiments. For exaD;lple， it has been found by the author that there 
occurs the removal of the surface film during a second process in Soln. (b) 

from the once polished meta1. 
There is another case where the oxide film wilI be produced on the 

metaI and dissolved in the soIution time to time. In this case the reaction 
of the oxide with the soIution may take place partly or on the whole suト

face. So， even if the surface of metal may not dissolve into the solution， 
it may be done by the so-caIIed scale-o町. -

Mr. TAJDfA concluded the existance of the oxide剖m by: the experi-
mental result the surface polished ariodically is nobler in some solutions 
(for e:x;amp1e watel'， NaCI aqueo四 solution，and etc.) than the surface of 
the same metal which is treated by HCl. 

But， by the auttor， there may be oxide film on the aluminum anode 
. even with other treatments. EStecially the surface treated by other mか

thods must have more irregularity than that of electrolytic polishing， so the 
potentiaI of metal'may behave as concluded abovesl， 

Nowadays these popular soIutions of this type are in the state of“an-
'-. hydride，" or near the composition of SoIn. (b) in this experiment. From 

1) JACQ"}ET: 10巴.cit.， 
2) H. H. UHLIG: Trans. Ele巴trochem.80巴.， 78， (1940)， 265. 
3) H. H. MOOR: Ann. der Physik. 33. (19:，18)， 133. 
4) N. ';l'AKAHASHl: 10巴. cit.， 
白) S. TAJlMA: 10巴.巴it.，
6) T. TAKEI: “The Experimenal Electro巴hemistry，"(1939) Kyoritsu名ha，Tokyo Vol. 1 p. 237. 
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the result of electric conductivity the favourable concentration will be always 
maintained in these sol:utions. But the results from the stable potential and 
the constant current-density lead to the conclusion that the solution range 
useful to the process will be between Soln. (b) and Soln. (f). 

The reason way the solutions of higher concentration of HCI04 have not 
been used， may be by the other factor， or“pittingc action"， which is not 
discussed in this paper. On this problem， it wi1l be taken up in tlie next 
paper. 

Summary 

(1) The acetie acid which come's from the hydration of， acetic an-
hydride plays a reservoir of CIO:;-ion in the solution， so岨 called‘“‘non匝 aqueousぜ，円，
which corresponds to the compos討itionof Soln. (b川)， and is most favorite in 
the process of the electrolytic polishing. 

(2) But from the anodic potential and current圃 densityas above men:， 

tioned， the composition of the electrolyte for use is between SoIn. (b) and 

Soln守 (f)・
(3) And the theories of electrolytic polishing which have been report-

ed are discussed partly. 

FinalIy it must be mentioned that this study of mine is entirely thanks 
to the Grants in Aid of SGientific Research (donated by the Ministry of 
Education). 

(R冶巴eivedNovember 1， 1945) 


